
This is a rod pocket pole swag for 3/ 4" or 13/8" poles. The pockets can be a different fabric from the swags and a 
trim can be sewn into the seam that joins them, as shown in View C, or the pocket can be a part of the swag, 
having no seam, as in View A and B. The swags are cut on the lengthwise grain for easy fabricating, and to 
mimic the casual look of a throw swag. Swag widths are 34" to 54". The swag can have the traditional curved 
bottom which hangs 15" deep, or the pointed bottom that hangs 3" deeper. This measurement is from the top 
of the pole or header. The jabot finishes 32 1/2" and can be altered. 

IF RETURNS ARE DESIRED, ELBOWS MUST BE USED. 

Fabric suggestions: Soft fabrics are best. Not recommended for fabrics with a nap. Stay away from extremely 
bulky fabrics. 

View A: 1 3/8" pole with elbow returns, pockets and swags are cut as one unit. 
View B: 1 3/8" pole with elbow returns, pockets and swag cut as one unit. Fringe is on bottom of the swags. A 
double tassel tieback is knotted and attached to the center of the rod. 
View C: 1 3/8" pole or smaller, contrast pockets and pocket trim. Tassels are hand tacked to swag and jabots. 

YARDAGE 

When jabots are being used, deduct 8" from the face of the rod at each end. The rod space left between 
the jabots is the area to plan your swag or swag's size. If multiple swags are needed and will butt into each other 
on the rod, simply divide the space into equal units to determine your swag's size. To determine sizes of 
overlapped swags, see page 2 of the instruction booklet. 
When no jabots are being used, but elbows are used, add the elbow end sizes to the face of the rod 
before planning swag sizes. These swags must also cover those ends. 

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual 
pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fit on your fabric. 

YARDAGE REQUIRED 
Finished Swag Size With pockets (one unit) 

YARDAGE REQUIRED 
Without pockets (you will need contrast pockets) 

54" ......................... 78" length of fabric ....................................... 62" length of fabric 
50" ......................... 75" length of fabric ....................................... 58" length of fabric 
46" ......................... 70" length of fabric ....................................... 54" length of fabric 
42" ......................... 67" length of fabric ....................................... 50" length of fabric 
38" ......................... 63" length of fabric ................................... : ... 46" length of fabric 
34" ......................... 59" length of fabric ....................................... 42" length of fabric 

Length of fabric means measure along the selvage of the fabric. Pattern with pockets is 34" deep, without a pocket it is 
30" deep.  

Same amount of lining will be needed. 

Jabot pattern is 30" wide x 39" deep with pocket, 30" deep without pocket. This jabot is cut upright. Self or contrast 
lining is needed. 
Contrast pocket: Pattern is 27" wide x 10" deep (you need two per swag and one per jabot). 
Pocket trim: One strip 27" wide x 2" deep (you need one per pocket). 

No lining will be needed for these pockets and trim 

Trim: (for bottom of swag and jabot) 
54" swag ................ 64" 
34" swag ................ 43" 
Each jabot .............. 48" 

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet. 
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